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Cyanogenmod 13 for yureka

This is the first version of Work in Progress CM13 for Yu yureka. Output Notes: What Works? Bluetooth Wifi All the features of RIL Camera All the other basic features (basic apps seem to work) Titanium backup works very well Tell you more! Broken stuff: Flashing Procedure: General Steps (Wipe cache/data and wipe dalvik ) Flash ROM zip then gapps immediately Restart and have fun Downloads: CM13 initial version for Yu
yureka XDA:DevDB Information CyanogenMod 13, ROM for yu Yureka Contributors Santhosh M Source Code: ROM OS Version: 6.0.x Marshmallow ROM Kernel: Linux 3.10.x Based on: CyanogenMod Version Status of Information: Beta Current Beta Version: 5.0 Beta Release Date: 2016-03-02 Created 2015-11-08 Last update 2016-05-01 Last edition: Nov 20, Reactions 2015: JIBIN. D.GAMER, Uveshl, Faizaan006 and 73
others Download! Will take stock of his work tomorrow! ---------- Post added at 03:06 ---------- previous Post was at 03:05 pm ---------- By the way, Gapps work? If so, which one? Great job! I was just going to work on this unofficial construction, but you won the race man @Santhosh Mr. I just checked and found this construction before I started compiling and gave a try on my Yureka. Surprisingly everything works like charm, except
RIL data. I guess you're missing RIL flags. Anyway here's my review of the details after trying it over 2 hours. Flashed the ROM with SLimGaaps (Link: . OP please mentioned above. It takes aprox 20 minutes on the first boot - I made the clean flash (all wiped, [Don't wipe internal storage unless backup]) on official cm 12.1 - Surprisingly restored all my previous data applications with default settings. Might be this is a new android
6.0 feature because I use MarshMallow first time. Usually on Android 5. if we do its own flash deleted all the data from the app and restored later one by one, we just made flash dirty to keep the old data. Flashed SD_boot and its fixed the external SD too. Obtained some FC applications (e.g. Line), to fix which just uninstalled these and reinstall again. Its becouse lib data from the old application. Got Facebook FC continuously,
even after cool installation and sound due to boringssl and crypto in cm-13. To correct this Facebook/Messenger FC error, simply go to /data/app/com.facebook.katana-1/lib/arm and delete or rename the libsslx.so or /data/app/com.facebook.orca-1/lib/arm(Must be enabled ROOT). Always explore the ROM Rest everything works like the and its very stable, except SIM DATA. I hope you need to fix this very soon. Reactions:
raghu102, katza9, nikhilkaushik and 5 others When starting first in CM13 does it force you to encrypt the default phone? I read somewhere that Marshmallow requires the phone to be encrypted. If this ROM supports encryption, it will be great. Reactions: vineeth314 Booked to a great review on YU5510 This is a first work in progress CM13 release for Yu Yu It is bound to contain bug and you are warned about it at first. So read
what works and what doesn't work below. Release Notes: Initial version cm 13 based on the latest google r26 output tag Some regular CyanogenMod basic features. (Includes theme engine) What works? Bluetooth Wi-Fi All the features of RIL (except data connection that seems to be broken) Camera ( For video recording go to the camera setting-resolution---video--back video camera and choose either HD1080p or HD 720p) All
the other basic features (Basic applications seem to work) backup works very well Titanium You say more! Broken Tips: Data connection seems to be broken (must be checked) Flashing procedure: General steps ( Clear cache / data and wipe dalvik ) Flash ROM zip, then sd card fix To find out how flash sd card fix refer below flashing procedure for SD fix: 'Download the patch (boot_sdfix.img) - restart for twrp and press Install
'Now, choose 'Images' button that is in the bottom right corner ' Now choose boot_sdfix.img and in the next window it will ask for start or recovery? Choose boot and swipe to install Reboot and have fun Downloads: CM13 initial version for Yu yureka XDA:DevDB Information CyanogenMod 13, ROM for the YU Yureka Contributors Santhosh M ROM OS Version: 6.0.x Marshmallow ROM Kernel: Linux 3.10.x Based on:
CyanogenMod Version Information Status: Beta Current Beta Version: 1.0 Beta Release Date: 2 015-11-07 Created 2015-11-08 Last Update 2015-11-08 If you can some how to try to help us activate the data and create an APN that would be awesome Great Job Bro ??? Sent my AO5510 using Tapatalk can I go back to lollipop after installing it it was never supported for CM12 so I don't think it will ever be for CM13. I don't rule it
out 100% though, I believe the SOC is capable of it, but it may not be the best experience. @stephendt0 I asked this question because on youtube I saw a video that showed yu yureka cm13 camera showing 4k video recording function. :cowboy: See screenshot Last edition: Nov 9, 2015 Reactions: KingNorth111 is the battery and mobile data working? what about decommissioning after installation If you can some how to try to
help us activate the data and create an APN that would be awesome Great Job Bro ??? Sent from my AO5510 using Tapatalk APN Creation is not so difficult that you can make a new APN at any time from.checking the settings from.internet My question is can't we use the fix for miui data connection in 13 cm or change it??? Hit thank you if I have you any idea creating APN is not so difficult that you can make a new APN at any
time from.checking the settings from.internet My question is can't we use the fix for miui data connection in 13 cm or change it??? Hit thank you if I gave you all a mind idea to try it?? Thank you in advance thank you Great work. Thanks: Good: Page 2 Can I use CWM-based recovery? Because when you try flash twrp file img in flashify, I get black screen problem. When I restored my backed up cwm recovery (from flashify) and
started in recovery recovery Black screen problem (although the camera is getting booted correctly) Please Guide. Latest change: Nov 10, 2015 Reactions: #akadroid and KingNorth111 is it downgrade to L after installation Thanks op so far the ROM is a bit unstable Everything works as mentioned Random restarts The slow WiFi connection broken WiFi after the random restart Power save causes bootloop Last edition: November
11, 2015 is it downgrade to L after installing Take a system back and restore it when you want to demote ---------- Post added to 3:32 PM ---------- previous Post was at 3:31 PM ---------- Because when you try flash twrp file img in flashify, I get black screen problem. When I restored my backed up cwm recovery (from flashify)and started in recovery, still black screen problem (although the device is getting booted correctly) Please
Guide. Try Factory Resetting then Restoring it Reactions: baratheon16 This is a first version of Work in Progress CM13 for Yu yureka. It is bound to contain bug and you are warned about it at first. So read what works and what doesn't work below. Release Notes: Initial version cm 13 based on the latest google r26 output tag Some regular CyanogenMod basic features. (Includes theme engine) What works? Bluetooth Wi-Fi All the
features of RIL (except data connection that seems to be broken) Camera ( For video recording go to the camera setting-resolution---video--back video camera and choose either HD1080p or HD 720p) All the other basic features (Basic applications seem to work) backup works very well Titanium You say more! Broken Tips: Data connection seems to be broken (must be checked) Flashing procedure: General steps (Wipe
cache/data and wipe dalvik ) Flash ROM zip Reboot and have fun Downloads: CM13 initial version for Yu yureka XDA:DevDB Information CyanogenMod 13, ROM for contributors YU Yureka Santhosh ROM 3.10.x Based on: CyanogenMod Version Information Status: Beta Current Beta Version: 1.0 Beta Release Date: 2015-11-07 Created 2015-11-08 Last update 2015-11-08 Someone did not share the source code This is a
violation of the rules xda Nice strat MM. Like the bootloader and basebnd used Lolipop so not much difference in look or any other view. Uses snapdragon 615 power effectively @Santhosh M One Interesting Development that I noticed in Cm13 for yu yureka 1.) Even the execution of the 8 cores to the absolute maximum does not seem to heat much 2.) This was not the case with cm12 (my yureka become a frying pan, even when
a core has reached its limit, so I had to use governors as darkness but now this is not the case 3.) Performance governor used and processing power is not converted to heat, it is used to make yu yureka fast (er) 4.) I also attached CPU-z screenshot showing u ran all the hearts to their maximum limit. Thanks Screenshot_20151112-113445.png Latest change: Nov 13, 2015 Reactions: ashic shajahan and KingNorth111 External
SD card fix broken/dead link Some things don't work like :- :- and messenger doesn't work. 2) Start loop once put on the power stop mode. 3) When the phone is off and put on load its just a white screen instead of some animation charging 4) data connection does not work 5) And can not switch from lte to global etc. please add in the bugs section and fix the bugs Page 3 the last build support data connection? What are the bugs
from now on? will flash it on a friend's device so need to have a stable build. ---------- Post added at 6:33 p.m. ---------- Previous post was at 06:32 PM ---------- Does it still have a firm random force or restarts on Facebook or other apps? the last bulid shows 1 day return date :-? It works perfectly smooth please tell me if the following bugs are fixed in the latest version 1)Fb and messenger does not work. 2) Start loop once put on
the power stop mode. 3) When the phone is off and put on load its just a white screen instead of some animation charge 4) data connection does not work 5) And can not switch from lte to global etc. please tell me if the following bugs are fixed in the latest version 1)Fb and messenger does not work. 2) Start loop once put on the power stop mode. 3) When the phone is off and put on load its just a white screen instead of some
animation charge 4) data connection does not work 5) And can not switch from lte to global etc. im using fb lite coz data 2g is not going to try the energy saving mode, I got fine working screen animation data lte cant coz don't have 4g data pack: laugh: Reactions: Santhosh M and vineeth314 ROM is good and smooth, but consuming a lot of battery, will try the updated version 14/11/2015 today. Is it possible to use any custom
core? And any changelog for this new construction will be useful. Anyway thanks for the ROM guy! I flashed cmapps, but now dilar gave me fc I installed new 14/11 updated version.it is good and smooth.can anybady suggest any custom core for good battery life.also suggest the camera storage method to sd card.in cm 12.1 stock with sand core, I had a good battery life. I installed the rom and a lot of problems after some
use.when I change the problem of theme system ui and canoe use.finally i remove the rom and install miui.so people do not install for use.daily installer for experiment only.wait until the stable version. I installed the rom and a lot of problems after some use.when I change the problem of theme system ui and canoe use.finally i remove the rom and install people don't install for daily use.installer for experiment only.wait until the
stable version. Placebo... very stable for normal use. As for the themes, u should install updated themes for cm13. Thank you Santosh for the awesome work. The ROM is stable enough for everyday use. The quality of the calls is good. The backup of the battery (even without battery optimization) is very good. Multi-window works very well. Data connection worked well for a while, but later it stopped abruptly, not sure if this
problem is with ROM or with the carrier. Yup I used the 11nov 2015 battery backup version bad internet is still not perfect, I have to do some stuff stuff get internet, but if possible try to solve the problem of battery backup and internet Love your ROM bro impressive work 1000000thanks of me Reactions: contactsonia Page 4 problem with the latest built dated 18/11/15 after flashing the last built and then the thin gapps 6 , the phone
shows unfortunately configuration assistant has ceased that appears again and again. is it because of the gapps Slim_zero_gapps. ALPHA.6.0.build.0.x-20151106? suggest me last published: Nov 18, 2015 there are two format options for sd card.which external sd card.which one good.if i format as internal storage can I use it more with other roms. Probably, you should consider benzo gapps or opengapps. ( But flash with the rom
and not after the first boot) works on flashing together. ---------- Post added at 08:51 PM ---------- Previous post was at 08:49 PM ---------- another problem: Watch in pc, but does not show internal storage. i.e. unable to access storage in pc ---------- Post added at 08:59 PM ---------- Previous post was at 08:51 PM ---------- pc does not detect storage drives when connected. it shows AO5510, but can't explore inside. I tried to install
the drivers of yureka cm12 through net pda (it works with cm12) but here does not work. What is the fix??? works to blink together. ---------- Post added at 08:51 PM ---------- Previous post was at 08:49 PM ---------- another problem: Watch in pc, but does not show internal storage. i.e. unable to access storage in pc ---------- Post added at 08:59 PM ---------- Previous post was at 08:51 PM ---------- pc does not detect storage drives
when connected. it shows AO5510, but can't explore inside. I tried to install the drivers of yureka cm12 through net pda (it works with cm12) but here does not work. What is the fix??? I've found that by default, it connects as a charging mode and not in MTP mode, you can change it from the status bar. Reactions: aquari84 works to blink together. ---------- Post added at 08:51 PM ---------- Previous post was at 08:49 PM ----------
another problem: Watch in pc, but does not show internal storage. i.e. unable to access storage in pc ---------- Post added at 08:59 PM ---------- Previous post was at 08:51 PM ---------- pc does not detect storage drives when connected. it shows AO5510, but can't explore inside. I tried to install the drivers of yureka cm12 through net pda (it works with cm12) but here does not work. What is the fix??? When you connect pc while
running 6.0 u get an option to choose only 2 mtp charge or camera, you have to choose mtp Reactions: aquari84 there are two format for sd card.which external sd card.which one good.if i format as internal storage can I use it more with other roms. there are two format options for external sd card.which a good.if i format as internal storage can I use it more with other roms. I suggest you go with the first option, such as the option
Use as internal not only format existing data, but also encrypt the external SD card. So incase if you get to try another ROM, will you have to reformat the external SD card again. Part of that some information I could find on the web: If you have low internal storage like 8GB or 16GB, then this option would be good for you, especially if you have a 128GB microSD card. But if you have decent disk space on your device, like 32GB or
64GB, you might think twice about applying this option. When you insert an SD card for the first time, it will ask you if you want to treat it as portable storage or internal storage. If you choose the first one, then you will be able to use it as any external SD card before. You can save some application data that allows it, as well as your photos, music, videos, etc. But if you choose to use it as internal storage, then it will be reformatted
and encrypted, so make sure you have backed up everything that is in this microSD card. Once it has been reformatted, it can only be used as internal storage and will be the main storage space for your device. The original internal storage will not be merged with your card, but it will disappear and only the now internal external card will be detected when you go to the Storage and USB section of your device. You'll still be able to
install apps on the original, but not more photos or videos. The problem with this is of course your internal storage works faster than a microSD card ever. So if you have a large internal storage, you want to stick to that and then just use the microSD as you normally would. But if you have a device with low built-in storage, then you want to sacrifice a little speed on a larger storage space, since your device allows for large microSD
storage cards. I hope it helps. Bugs On CM13 18-11-2015 Lte, 3g , change of gsm rating. The not working package installer giving firm strength. Photos of the camera do not give good pictures. Drain the battery quite in this rom. But smooth rom and awsome. Reactions: 1emrys1 Hi Bro this ROM is superb and buttery smooth. Most things work and are stable. But I'm not able to restore the backup performed by titnaium backup. it
accedes to fundamental rights, but does not show the safeguarded application. I installed the last available. Any help will be appreciated. Hi Bro this ROM is superb and buttery smooth. Most things work and are stable. But I'm not able to restore the backup performed by titnaium backup. it accedes to fundamental rights, but does not show the safeguarded application. I installed the last available. Any help will be appreciated. Try
change the path according to the attached photo. 2g3glte does not change the way to do it. Please share the performance of the battery ... data don't work when ever I try to connect to the internet, it automatically goes to the boot loop how to solve it please help me ROM is very smooth. Battery backup is also very good, nearly 2 -3 days with moderate use (WIFI, WHATSAPP always on). Continue the great work you do. In the
interest of other versions and fixes that ROM's performance and stability. Using Sandy Kernel 1.9 and it works perfectly with this ROM. Fast charging works perfectly, but is there a way to increase the charge current using the user interface or other means (modifying a certain value in a file). 1 problem noticed is GPS takes a long time to fix. Also Sometimes, when the location is activated, OS makes a gentle restart. is there a
solution for this. Last update: Nov 25, 2015 Page 5 can u please explain the procedure I tried but didn't work Hey guys, Please try the procedure below, it worked for me (earlier I also had trouble making it work.) 1. I flashed Xposed for Lollipop/Marshmallow (xposed-v78-sdk23-arm64.zip) 2. Installed xposed installer (XposedInstaller_3.0-alpha4.apk) 3. Installing GravityBox[MM] from the Xposed modules section. Once gravitybox is
installed, go to the application information and permissions to activate all permissions and restart. 4. Enable gravitybox in XposedInstaller Modules. 5. Reboot. Reference URLs of were I got xposed: Hope This help. ---------- Post added at 11:04 ---------- Previous message was at 10:57 ---------- change it by gravity box, it works! Yes indeed, it works with Gravitybox. thanks Last edition: Nov 26, 2015 Reactions: sp0979 I use this
ROM for a week now ... superb superb.. No heating no call drop. no battery drain... after exposed gravitybox installed more flipping and network mode changing. no data dissecting... superb looking for the next version.... Roma is very smooth. Battery backup is also very good, nearly 2 -3 days with moderate use (WIFI, WHATSAPP always on). Continue the great work you do. Looking forward to other versions and fixes that will
further improve the performance and stability of the ROM. Using Sandy Kernel 1.9 and it works perfectly with this ROM. Fast charging works perfectly, but is there a way to increase the charge current using the user interface or other means (modifying a certain value in a file). 1 problem noticed is GPS takes a long time to fix. Also Sometimes, when the location is activated, OS makes a gentle restart. is there a solution for this.
Does your camera work with grain of sand? I have a problem with adaway. I've enabled root access on apps and adb. And even flashed super user, but adaway app says Android rooted required. Either the known binary could not be found .... I see that root access is already allowed. Please help, I can't remove the ad. intrusive ads. what kernal is the best sand or stock how to activate the camera storage in the map sd seems sd
card authorization issue in this rom. ---------- Post added at 12:07 PM ---------- Previous post was at 11:47 AM ---------- Great Job! I was just going to work on this unofficial construction, but you won the race man @Santhosh Mr. I just checked and found this construction before I started compiling and gave a try on my Yureka. Surprisingly everything works like charm, except RIL data. I guess you're missing RIL flags. Anyway here's
my review of the details after trying it over Hours. Flashed the ROM with SLimGaaps (Link: . OP please mentioned above. It takes aprox 20 minutes on the first boot - I made the clean flash (all wiped, [Don't wipe internal storage unless backup]) on official cm 12.1 - Surprisingly restored all my previous data applications with default settings. Might be this is a new android 6.0 feature because I use MarshMallow first time. Usually on
Android 5. if we do its own flash deleted all the data from the app and restored later one by one, we just made flash dirty to keep the old data. Flashed SD_boot and its fixed the external SD too. Obtained some FC applications (e.g. Line), to fix which just uninstalled these and reinstall again. Its becouse lib data from the old application. Got Facebook FC continuously, even after cool installation and sound due to boringssl and
crypto in cm-13. To correct this Facebook/Messenger FC error, simply go to /data/app/com.facebook.katana-1/lib/arm and delete or rename the libsslx.so or /data/app/com.facebook.orca-1/lib/arm(Must be enabled ROOT). Always explore the ROM Rest everything works like charm and its very stable, except SIM DATA. I hope you need to fix this very soon. How to do sd boot. Help me, adaway can't write to the internal SD card
sd_boot url of file download pls seems sd card authorization problem in this rom. ---------- Post added at 12:07 PM ---------- Previous post was at 11:47 AM ---------- How to do sd boot. Help me, adaway can't write to the internal SD card sd_boot url downloading pls files got a problem with adaway. I've enabled root access on apps and adb. And even flashed super user, but adaway app says Android rooted required. Either the
known binary could not be found .... I see that root access is already allowed. Please help, I can't remove the ad. Lots of intrusive ads. exactly the same problem Page 6 after installcm 13 rom.i have wiped card sd and storage.then internal i lost twrp and I canoe install any rom.finally I use zip fastboot then install os.after I canoe install any rom because twrp restart when I try to install any rom can you suggest any method to avoid
twrp boot loop.i was already reinstalling twrp, but the problem itself. after installcm 13 rom.i have wiped card sd and storage.then internal I lost twrp and I canoe install any rom.finally I use zip fastboot then install stock os.after I canoe install any rom because twrp restart when I try to install any rom can you suggest any method to avoid boot loop.i was already reinstalling twrp, but the same problem. You have to put the twrp folder in
the internal storage. Since then, you've been wiping it, it's been giving you problems. Hope, you have the twrp file. Just stick. my problem is due to wiping the sd card as the internal storage ---------- Post added at 02:32 PM ---------- previous Post was at 02:27 PM ---------- important instruction for people do not format the sd card as internal storage after flash cm 13, it will make you a lot of problems and sd sd Unusable Build 30/11
seems very stable. Use for the last 1 days and the performance is good. No random restart and signal reception in GSM networks has improved. Adding FM is good. Good job and thank you for such a good ROM. Build 30/11 seems very stable. Use for the last 1 days and the performance is good. No random restart and signal reception in GSM networks has improved. Adding FM is good. Good job and thank you for such a good
ROM. Internet? Sent from my YU5510A using Tapatalk This is an initial work in progress CM13 version for Yu yureka. It is bound to contain bug and you are warned about it at first. So read what works and what doesn't work below. Release Notes: Initial version cm 13 based on the latest google r26 output tag Some regular CyanogenMod basic features. (Includes theme engine) What works? Bluetooth Wifi All the features of RIL
(except data connection that seems to be broken) Camera All the other basic features (Basic apps seem to work) Titanium backup works fine Tell you more! Broken stuff: Flashing procedure: General steps (Wipe cache/data and wipe dalvik ) Flash ROM zip then sd card fix To find out how flasher sd card fix refer here Downloads: CM13 initial version for Yu yureka XDA:DevDB Information CyanogenMod 13, ROM for contributors
YU Yureka Santhosh Source Code: ROM OS Version: 6.0.0 .0.x Marshmallow ROM Kernel: Linux 3.10.x Based on: CyanogenMod Version Information Status: Beta Current Beta Version: 2.0 Beta Release Date: 2015-11-27 Created 2015-11-08 Last update 2015-11-29 @Santhosh M Here is my detailed review. Works perfectly, Buttery smooth (so smooth that the phone could slip out of our hands.). Using this Rom from the last 3
days and it is very stable. Have noticed a minor bug after the first google text start to the word gives fc when setting up the device. However, it won't hurt us anyway. I think we just need to update it to the latest version. No random restarts (but I haven't faced this problem in previous versions) or fc (apart from Facebook and Messenger). The battery backup is very good. Able to change the 2G,3G Network mode, LTE all work.
Currently uses mobile data with manual settings. Benzo gapps works very well. (People who face errors please flash this with the Rom without restarting device). It took aprox 8-10 minutes on the first boot. Now able to access sd_card with file manager without any problems. No heating problems. (Even played high-end games). You're amazing. I think this is the best Roma of all time for Yu Yureka. Reactions: idroid2324 Santosh
dude until 18/11/15 build mm gravity box worked well now it is not , with the builds after 11/18 it works for the first time, then a restart, then f-ing system ui stopped is continually repeated until I do repair system and fix permission to twrp, but on that I do not have the gravity box changes. please answer me if you're going to solve this problem ---------- Post Post at 4:18 p.m. ---------- Previous post was at 4:17 p.m. ---------- will be
this work on Yureka-Yep Reactions: cherryva I'm trying to install the latest zipper (12/08) with TWRP and gapps open. Install succeeds, but the boot is stuck to the yureka logo twice, then boots to recovery. Also tried with CWM but no luck. Maybe a noob question, but will I be able to restore backup from cm12.1 to cm13? Sent from my AO5510 using Tapatalk Page 7 I try to install the latest zipper (12/08) with TWRP and gapps
open. Install succeeds, but the boot is stuck to the yureka logo twice, then boots to recovery. Also tried with CWM but no luck. try with gapps 6.0 alpha minimum ---------- Post added at 08:47 AM ---------- Previous post was at 08:34 AM ---------- Could be a noob question, but will I be able to restore backup from cm12.1 to cm13? Sent from my AO5510 using Tapatalk's own flash is better, then back up/restore
programs/contact/sms, etc. using other programs like Super Backup Last published: December 9, Reactions 2015: SyncMasterS19B150 try with gapps 6.0 alpha minimal ---------- Post added at 08:47 AM ---------- previous Post was at 08:34 AM ---------- clean flash is better, then back up/restore programs/contact/sms, etc. using other programs like super backup Should I come back and restore using TWRP? Sent from my AO5510
using Tapatalk I try to install the latest zipper (12/08) with TWRP and gapps open. Install succeeds, but the boot is stuck to the yureka logo twice, then boots to recovery. Also tried with CWM but no luck. man I tried it with cwm but got no loop: v its work fine I'm not able to record calls even with third-party apps (like ACR) after installing this ROM. Is anyone else facing this problem? I had boot loops with both opengapps and thin
alpha gapps on cm13 rom. AOSP and AICP marshmallow roms works for me with thin gapps. Bugs with 12/8 Build 1. Casual softboots 2. Camera by default App fc 3. Drop wifi sometimes and you have to restart to get wifi 4. Every time the permission popup app comes that the app will be fc 5. Heating problem back, was better last construction 6. The battery life deteriorated from the previous construction Other than these large
ROMs, stable and I use it as a daily driver. Quick question, how do I root CM13. All the apps I install give me bootloops. Hence the verification.... I need to solve the FB fc problem. Bugs with 12/8 Build 1. Casual softboots 2. Camera by default App fc 3. Drop wifi sometimes and you have to restart to get wifi 4. Each that the permission popup app comes that the app will be fc 5. Heating problem back, was better last construction 6.
The battery life deteriorated from the previous construction Other than these large ROMs, stable and I use it as a daily driver. Does the 3g LTE data work very well. I question Page 8 Found some serious bugs. Facebook and the messaging force stopped every time and the severe heating on Android 6.0.1 build. How do we solve this problem? Otherwise, the best rom ever. ---------- Post added at 05:12 ---------- previous post was
at 05:10 PM ---------- Facebook and messaging force messaging each time and severe heating on android 6.0.1 build. How do we solve this problem? Otherwise, the best rom ever. Wifi gets disconnected Bug serious, which makes me back to 12.1. Wifi disconnects and need to restart to get the wifi working. Bug Wifi is there, I turned on and off wifi hotspot for a few minutes and then tried to connect to my broadband wifi, the wifi
settings seems to look for wifi n/w forever (expected atleast 5 minutes)... On the restart, wifi detects and connects again... So I think it's a bug...---------- Post added at 09:14 PM ---------- Previous post was at 09:12 PM ---------- Is there an option to activate the call recording in this ROM... I really miss this option. Tried some apps, but none worked... Superb rom Sent from my AO5510 using XDA Forums ---------- Post added at 08:26
PM ---------- Previous post was at 08:18 PM ---------- His rom really very nice and still stable.... now my fone does not heat unnecessarily..... thank you very much santhosh .... And again I found some bugs ... pls check these out.... 1. The main problem... is during the voice call .. the receiver unable to get here my voice.... I checked recorder, microphone working, but still other people do not hear my voice .... 2. In SIM SETTING ....
for MESSAGES.. iam unable to select ''ask every time''. 3. Iam unable to run screencast (stock application of 12.1) 4.impossible to download fotos on a drive ... showing the error... related permission .... So iam asking pls solve above probs and add patch for me... pls Thanking u santhosh.... Sent from my AO5510 using XDA Forums Anyone has tried the latest version? Please report any bugs. I can try, but I've tried so much built
so far with bugs, like fb problems, SD card problems, wi-fi problems. ? is camera storage is possible in the sd card and please say is that there is an option for mass storage USB as bliss pop 4.0.3.both are essential for me.in previous versions the above options are not possible any1 know how debrick yureka mine got hard bricks when I was flashing rom stock and the electricity went out, it only shows the red light when connected
to charger or pc I tried many tools like qfil, but it gave me sahara error Installed TWRP, then flashed the rom ... looked promising. Everything went well except wifi. Post allowing Wi-Fi authentication occurs and the device gets stuck on Getting the IP address. How to solve this problem ... Help, please.... This is the first version of Work in Progress CM13 for Yu yureka. It is linked to contain bug and you are warned about it
Beginning. So read what works and what doesn't work below. Release Notes: Initial version cm 13 based on the latest google r26 output tag Some regular CyanogenMod basic features. (Includes theme engine) What works? Bluetooth Wifi All the features of RIL (except data connection that seems to be broken) Camera All the other basic features (Basic apps seem to work) Titanium backup works fine Tell you more! Broken Tips:
Flashing Procedure: General Steps (Wipe cache/data and wipe dalvik ) Flash ROM zip then gapps immediately Restart Restart Have fun Downloads: CM13 initial version for Yu yureka XDA:DevDB Information CyanogenMod 13, ROM for contributors YU Yureka Santhosh M Source Code: ROM OS Version: 6.0.x Marshmallow ROM Kernel: Linux 3.10.x Based on: CyanModogen Version Information Status: Beta Current Beta
Version: 2.0 Beta Release Date: 2015-12-24 Created 2015-11-08 Last Update 2015-12-24 Force Closing Problem Resolved... I found it on the web ... I made a video about it. page 9, I can switch mobile data, have no problem. I haven't had a single random reboot (nor saw anyone have it). Fb problem is the application side issue and I've already provided fb work and messenger (your bad if you haven't used it). This is a stable cm.
I do not cm official, cm did not start cm13 works for yureka. What you see in gerrit are unrelated All the features of RIL (except the data connection that seems to be broken) so it would be very appreciated to update your thread before. on what works and what doesn't, it's possible to file a jira report so that cyanogen developers will know what's going on. then it would be very appreciated to update your thread before. on what
works and what doesn't, it's possible to file a jira report so that cyanogen developers will know what's going on. This is my derp (corrected now). I thought u tried the rom and reports back Guys, new construction 11/1/16 came out. [Resolved] Stuck on getting the IP address installed TWRP, then flashed the rom ... looked promising. Everything went well except wifi. Post allowing Wi-Fi authentication occurs and the device gets stuck
on Getting the IP address. How to solve this problem ... Help, please.... I found a temporary solution that works for me. If you are stuck on getting the IP address in WiFi: -Press at length the WiFi connection that is blocked on Get the IP address -Select change the network and under advanced options change the IP settings from DHCP to Static -Then put in the address of your WiFi router in gateway (usually it's 192. 168.1.1) and
assign yourself a random IP address in IP address (e.g. 192.168.1.xx) -Fill the rest of the fields with the defaults (They are already written in gray, just fill them in once again) -Save the settings and restart your phone's WiFi. Hi all, New update has been released Changelogs: Synchronized with the latest source CM Added network speed indicator of my end Other misc stuff of my end Santhosh Reviews Reactions: amitahuja Hi all,
New update has been released Changelogs: Synchronized the latest CM source Added network speed indicator from my late Misc stuff from my santhosh looks I just downloaded the rom from the first page to apply the update on my phone. I am faced with the following problems. 1. Wifi and bluetooth do not start unless the phone is restarted. 2. FB Crashes. I'll try the fix you provided earlier. 3. I noticed a random soft reboot. I
have noticed it 4 times so far in a few months. On top of that, the stable and excellent. Someone please tell me made this ROM stable in all lines....... I ask because I am in cm official 5.1.1 ROM and now I want to switch to this ROM if it is stable ........ it is stable that previous builds.all installations are available as camera storage in the sd card, network switching, etc., but important as very hot in the game. HOT IS OVER CM
12,12.1, BLISSPOP ETC. Please make it colder please give me any solution for that ---------- Post added at 05:42 AM ---------- Previous post was at 05:40 AM ---------- Should I just download the rom from the first page to apply the update on my phone. I am faced with the following problems. 1. Wifi and bluetooth do not start unless the phone is restarted. 2. FB Crashes. I'll try the fix you provided earlier. 3. I noticed a random soft
reboot. I have noticed it 4 times so far in a few months. Other than that, the Roma are stable and excellent. do you make flash clean, I don't have these own problems flashed with OpenGapps and xposed. Works perfectly so far, no bugs apart from very rare SystemUI crashes. Battery life and performance are excellent. I don't see any bugs w/WiFi/data as stated. Wonderful work by the dev, keep it up only hitch is that the
configuration assistant crashed when setting up the phone. Also, why is there an unnecessary extra application delivered with the ROM? I had to use tuberculosis to remove it. Would it be possible not to include this from the next generation? ---------- Post added at 04:03 PM ---------- Previous post was at 04:02 PM ---------- Someone please tell me made this ROM stable in all lines....... I ask because I am in cm official 5.1.1 ROM
and now I want to switch to this ROM if it is stable ........ Pretty stable. If you want total stablility, stick to the CM 12.1/COS 12.1 snapshot. However, this seems fairly stable so far. About the latest generation i.e. 11/01/16 , I noticed WiFi stopped working sometimes when I restart soft and the SetupWizard crashes and the phone restarts in a loop if started ROM without any gapps. And what was the need to integrate this application
into Smartly.Me'application settings? Please do delete in the next generation. Okay, guys. people complain yureka being very hot during the game. Also, it heats up more compared to cm 12.1,12 etc After various tests, I found the best setup for yureka. Use 30/11/15 build (last buid of 6.0.0 ) with sandy core v1.9. The best setup ever for yureka. Even heavy games like godfire. Do Not at all. Try it then you will surely find the change.
Reactions: Santhosh M Also, there seems to be a problem with battery saver. I can't activate it by changing modes from the fast settings tile, or from the settings. The only way to activate the battery saver is if it automatically allows the threshold set in the settings. Any ways to deal with this? Also, there seems to be a problem with battery saver. I can't activate it by changing modes from the fast settings tile, or from the settings. The
only way to activate the battery saver is to the threshold set in the parameters. Any ways to deal with this? Battery saver off. Because it caused bootloops ... if temporarily disabled.. Until a solution is found Reactions: aadithpm it is stable that previous builds.all installations are available as camera storage in the sd card, network switching etc BUT IMPORTANT that very hot in the game. HOT IS OVER CM 12,12.1, BLISSPOP ETC.
Please make it colder please give me any solution so that ---------- Post added to 05:42 AM ---------- Previous post was at 05:40 AM ---------- did you make flash clean, I don't have these hmm problems... I made a clean flash ... that these issues have occurred again. I will reinstall the updated ROM and check again. Page 10 fbworking, but messenger species seems fb works after changing the lib as shown in one of the post. but
messenger does hang, even after renaming the lib. second bug: after uninstalling the apps, the icon is left behind showing as SD app name. Third bug: When the data is enabled, does not display the streaming activity or login sign in the network indicator. however, the connection works. but if the indicator shows something once connected, it ld to be great. Anyway, the network indicator is a plus. And thank you for your work. I
hope, waiting for your next roll on. ---------- Post added at 10:47 ---------- previous Post was at 10:45 ---------- yes I select it and its shows on pc . but during this time on the transfer, it gives error, while not in other rom no mistake for me bro. I don't know how you're trying to transfer. Guys, new construction 25/01 is out. Great new build is out! So do I clean flash or just flash with gapps??? Damn, I don't want to reinstall all my great
games?? Use titanium backup for all your apps and games. Clean flash is better. ---------- Post added at 02:15 pm ---------- previous Post was at 02:09 PM ---------- I have a tip for all users who are in a dilemma.. whether you have to flash the new construction or not. as sometimes the new versions are not very different from their previous builds. .. take a nandroid backup (fresh using TWRP or CMW) and flash the ROM... after
that just see.. how is it better from the previous construction.. so many things are different. Keep... other restore the nandroid backup. Regarding Lohith reactions: aquari84 Use titanium backup for all your apps and games. Clean flash is better. ---------- Post added at 02:15 pm ---------- previous post was at 02:09 PM ---------- I have a tip all users who are in a dilemma .. whether you have to flash the new construction or not. as
sometimes the new versions are not very different from their previous builds. .. take a nandroid backup (fresh using TWRP or CMW) and flash the ROM... after that just see.. how is it better from the previous construction.. so many things are different. Keep... other restore the nandroid backup. As for Lohith wow! Great Tip Hi to All, New build released Changelog: 'Based on newer blobs (corrects fb crash app, gps and other things)
'Synchronized with the latest source cm ' Samsungdoze ' Hide su su on statusbar added (My previous network traffic monitor feature is also included in this build) - Added keyboard typing typing support by default - Doze tweaks of my late Icon Marshamallow on recent voids and more settings of my late Santhosh Network-type switch option for Sim 1 is not there and for sim 2 its 4G or 2G mode. A fix for that? GAPPS FOR CM 13
for YUREAKA Sir I downloaded open gapps for your 13 cm. but it's not the installation. Please give a link to gapps compatible with cm 13 for yu For people who have installed previous builds, you don't necessarily need a clean flash. Just install rom manager, give root access to it. Then flash the zip file ie the rom file, from the application itself. Then it will automatically start at recovery and you don't need to do anything. Flashing
will take about 12-14 minutes. This one is completely hassle-free if you are upgrading from previous builds. rom so far. I use the rom with kernal speed. The battery is stronger now. Reactions: Pradeepking and Millennium man For people who have installed previous builds, you don't necessarily need a clean flash. Just install rom manager, give root access to it. Then flash the zip file ie the rom file, from the application itself. Then it
will automatically start at recovery and you don't need to do anything. Flashing will take about 12-14 minutes. This one is completely hassle-free if you are upgrading from previous builds. rom so far. I use the rom with kernal speed. The battery is stronger now. Is the last construction better than 30/11/15 build (sand grain v1.9)?... In terms of heating, performance and battery..? Page 11 Awesome Build! Hi been happy to use this
for 3 days now, having been totally frustrated with the official 12.1 battery and frequent locking. Incredible battery life! Everything works like a charm. Some problems (not sure if they are generic of my specific device): - Some apps in Play Store show not compatible with your device (Uber, Ola, Make My Trip, GoIbibo). However, I could install them using SHAREIt. - Screen Cast is not stable. Connects/disconnects frequently. -
Volume of the on-call speaker significantly lower than before. (In Speaker mode) Apart from that, everything is a charm. In love with my phone again.!!! Thanks a ton! Reactions: Hi jeswinpk Been happily using this for 3 days now, after being totally frustrated with the battery 12.1 and frequent locking. Incredible battery life! Everything works like a charm. Some problems (not sure if they are generic of my specific device): - Some
apps in Play Store show not compatible with your device (Uber, Ola, Make My Trip, GoIbibo). However, I could install them using SHAREIt. - Screen Cast is not stable. Connects/disconnects frequently. - Volume of the on-call speaker significantly lower than before. (In Speaker mode) Apart from that, everything is a charm. In love with my phone again.!!! Thanks a ton! This should solve the low call volume problem and should be
automatically fixed in the next generation. Reactions: Kunzsamz and jeswinpk tested for a week now flashed clean. and its M. really smooth opened almost all settings. tried the data card format too. missed the real built-in dialer. didn't find any major bugs, but only the network seems to get stuck at 2g, but it was a nano bug. great jump in battery backup for sure, as I'm a little paranoid about the battery, my bbs, system tuner, core
listener, disabling service, greenfy are always toggling with the settings. it's a rom made SMARTLY net speed in use wifi Sir I own installed cm13 very 25 Jan16. I can't find any bugs, even face book new version of play store also works. But I think WiFi speed is slow in this version. That's why I don't know. But you can look into this bug. Thank you for the wonderful work done by you. I really appreciate your hard work. Thanks and
considers the applications incompatible, but excellent ROM otherwise Excellent ROM, but as rightintourheart mentioned, many applications (Uber, Ola, Instagram (?).) are incompatible. Thank you for your work Santhosh. Is the last construction better than 30/11/15 build (sand grain v1.9)?... In terms of heating, performance and battery..? have not tried the sand core. but the speed core with optimized settings made for maximum
battery life really works. my battery lasts longer and there is no heating problem. Bugs on the latest version 1. Can't switch to the 3G network on sim 1 slot. Either it's stuck on lte or 2G. 2. Sim 2 slot has no options for 3G or 2G. 3. Usb Otg doesn't work. I'm waiting for the general release data connection for TATA DOCOMO doesn't work, I flashed on Jan 25th Build. But the data connection for TATADOCOMO sim does not woking.
No APN listed for DOCOMO. BSNL sim works perfectly. I tried open gapps ARM64 6.0 mini. When flashed, it displays an error with the 70 error code. Pls help me, I got boot loop with xposed v79 bras64 SDK23 on the latest build -::what: yes, xposed installer gives bootloops with the latest build. Rest assured, it's not just you. ---------- Post added at 10:38 ---------- previous post was at 10:30 a.m. ---------- I flashed on Jan 25. Build.
But the data connection for TATADOCOMO sim does not woking. No APN listed for DOCOMO. BSNL sim works perfectly. I tried open gapps ARM64 6.0 mini. When flashed, it displays an error with the 70 error code. Pls help me flash the rom with slim zero alpha 6.0 apps. you can do it here and twrp and made a clean flash the first time, ie, wipe advanced in twrp options. So don't have the problems you face. hit thank you if it
helps. ---------- Post added at 10:40 ---------- previous post was at 10:38 ---------- unable to flash with cwm recovery. error comes out flash of the rom with slim zero alpha apps 6.0. you can download it here I use twrp and made a clean flash the first time, Advanced wipe in twrp options. So don't have the problems you face. hit thank you if it helps. Reactions: beenishg yureka not uprooted This is a first work in progress CM13
version for Yu yureka. Output Notes: What Works? Bluetooth Wifi All the features of RIL Camera All the other basic features (basic apps seem to work) Titanium backup works very well Tell you more! Broken stuff: Flashing Procedure: General Steps (Wipe cache/data and wipe dalvik ) Flash ROM zip then gapps immediately Restart and have fun Downloads: CM13 initial version for Yu yureka XDA:DevDB Information
CyanogenMod 13, ROM for contributors YU Yureka Santhosh M Source Code: ROM OS Version: 6.0.x Marsh from Cyanogen: Linux 3.10.x Based on: CyanogenMod Version Status of Information: Beta Current Beta Version: 4.0 Beta Release Date: 2016-01-25 Created 2015-11-08 Last update 2016-01-30 I have no root my Yureka, can I still upgrade to this MARSHMALLOW version on my Yureka. PLS guide me to this. THANK
YOU DEAR.... Page 12 Thanks for the ROM, works very well. I noticed that the self-rotation function does not work. Is there a fix available. Sent from my YU5510 using Tapatalk Unable to get root access Hi people, kindly help me im in a lot of distress. I upgraded to this rom from a CM 12.1 stock. Howrver after the upgrade, I lost the root permissions. I tried to flash the zip file again, but the phone goes into bootloop. Ive tried
SuperSu V 2.49 and 2.67 beta as well, but none seems to work. If I download supersu from playstore, it insists that I should install the normal missing binary process or cwm/twrp. But nothing works. I've tried to reinstall the rom over and over again, but didn't work. Kindly help with root permission in dev Hi people, kindly help me im in a lot of distress. I upgraded to this rom from a CM 12.1 stock. Howrver after the upgrade, I lost the
root permissions. I tried to flash the zip file again, but the phone goes into bootloop. Ive tried SuperSu V 2.49 and 2.67 beta as well, but none seems to work. If I download supersu from playstore, it insists that I should install the normal missing binary process or cwm/twrp. But nothing works. I've tried to reinstall the rom over and over again, but didn't work. Help kindly go to setting up and in the setting go to the developers option in
the developers, you'll find the ROOT ACCESS option. Click on it and put it on Apps and adb.. :good: Reactions: banphrang17, aashiqehssain and jpaulpra I want gapps link from Help Can anyone please help me just I'm in recovery mode after wiping the data that I install directly by update or I need to do something else how to get back to offical cos 12.1 hi each yesterday I flash cm 13 on my yureka using twrp, but now I want to
go back to stock cos 12.1 , so I download cos 12.1 rom zip from the official website and put on the phone and try to flash by flash system advance, cache, Dalvik c, data, then flash zip, but twrp hang and and twrp and zip won't blink what to do now to get back to official cos 12.1 Does it contain the doze power saver function?? This is the first version of Work in Progress CM13 for Yu yureka. Output Notes: What Works? Bluetooth
Wifi All the features of RIL Camera All the other basic features (basic apps seem to work) Titanium backup works very well Tell you more! Broken stuff: Flashing procedure: General steps (Wipe cache/data and wipe dalvik ) Flash ROM zip then gapps immediately Restart and have fun Downloads: CM13 initial version for Yu yureka XDA:DevDB Information CyanogenMod 13, ROM for the YU Yureka Contributors Santhosh M
Source Code: ROM OS Version: 6.0.x Marshmallow ROM Kernel: Linux 3.1 Based on: CyanogenMod Version Information Status: Beta Current Beta Version: 4.0 Beta Release Date: 2016-01-25 Created 2015-11-08 Last update 2016-01-30 I'm using for 2 days and found that the Google app doesn't work properly as I don't appear on the long press button at home, even I put it on the setting of the buttons , also press google app
does not stop the application on the aperture also ok google crash detection of the application and wifi speed is slow, sim 2 network prefer setting not present, but never thing is ok for me. Great rom .:good::good: please add a new old slimgaap link does not work. ---------- Post added at 08:05 ---------- previous Post was at 08:00 ---------- Hi people, kindly help me im in a lot of distress. I upgraded to this rom from a CM 12.1 stock.
Howrver after the upgrade, I lost the root permissions. I tried to flash the zip file again, but the phone goes into bootloop. Ive tried SuperSu V 2.49 and 2.67 beta as well, but none seems to work. If I download supersu from playstore, it insists that I should install the normal missing binary process or cwm/twrp. But nothing works. I've tried to reinstall the rom over and over again, but didn't work. Well help this rom is pre-rooted just go
into the developer option and activate it. AOSP Android keyboard doesn't work. and play store too Please help bro.. installed successfully with slimgapps but nothing works keyboard ... where is the card fix sd.. Please help Please help bro.. installed successfully with slimgapps but nothing works keyboard ... where is the card fix sd.. Please help Everything should work if you have flashed correctly. I'm not facing SD card problems.
And for the keyboard, I uninstall the stock version and installed SwiftKey, which is a lot Wifi seems to be very unstable... Its disconnections frequently and speed is very detoriated as well ... Someone facing this question or is it just me? Windows LOL ---------- Post added at 03:15 PM ---------- Previous post was at 03:14 PM ---------- the comments shows that the M is not stable enough for everyday.... will wait:angel: Windows LOL -
--------- Post added at 03:15 PM ---------- Previous post was at 03:14 PM ---------- the comments shows the M is not stable enough for everyday .... will wait will wait Been using this ROM for a week, it is ok for daily use. Sent from my YU5510 using Tapatalk Problem There Is Some Problem In Rome Like We Cant Change the menu view and the shortened lock screen left for phone dial pad camera is not as good as cyanogen 12
and its also have a problem to get restarted so please fix page 13 very good bone This is an initial work in progress CM13 version. Output Notes: What Works? Bluetooth Wifi All the features of RIL Camera All the other basic features (basic apps seem to work) Titanium backup works very well Tell you more! Broken stuff: Flashing Procedure: General Steps (Wipe cache/data and wipe dalvik ) Flash ROM zip then gapps
immediately Restart and have fun Downloads: CM13 initial version for Yu yureka XDA:DevDB Information CyanogenMod 13, ROM for the YU Yureka Contributors Santhosh M Source Code: ROM OS Version: 6.0.x Marshmallow ROM Kernel: Linux 3.10.x Based on: CyanogenMod Version Information Status: Beta Current Beta Version: 4.0 Beta Release Date: 2016-01-25 Created 2015-11-08 Latest update 2016-01-30
Incompatible Device on many applications that are specific to India like uber, ola, Amazon India. Seems to be a matter related to the region. How can this be corrected? Sent from my YU5510 using Tapatalk Reactions: hemantcompiler Also, it shows semper as incompatible with the rom in the game store, while this application worked in 12.1 cm Sent from my YU5510 using Tapatalk Reactions: manixware Most Indian target
applications like pizza dominoes, India recovery, jet airways, indigo air, payumoney, camscan business card and the list is endlessly sent from my YU5510 using Tapatalk I lost root access after upgrading my Yureka rooted in Marshmallow! What must I do??? ---------- Post added at 7:37 a.m. ---------- Previous post was at 7:33 a.m. ---------- This is a first work in progress CM13 release for Yu yureka. Output Notes: What Works?
Bluetooth Wifi All the features of RIL Camera All the other basic features (basic apps seem to work) Titanium backup works very well Tell you more! Broken stuff: Flashing procedure: General steps (Wipe cache/data and wipe dalvik ) Flash ROM zip then gapps immediately Restart and have fun Downloads: CM13 initial version for Yu yureka XDA:DevDB Information CyanogenMod 13, ROM for the YU Yureka Contributors
Santhosh M Source Code: ROM OS Version: 6.0.x Marshmallow ROM Kernel: Linux 3.10.x Based on: CyanModogen State of information: Beta Current Beta Version: 4.0 Beta Release Date: 2016-01-25 Created 2015-11-08 Last update 2016-01-30 I lost my root access after flashing my Yureka rooted with the marshmallow upgrade! What do I do?????? I lost root access after upgrading my Yureka rooted in Marshmallow! What
must I do??? ---------- Post added at 07:37 ---------- previous post was at 07:33 ---------- I lost my root after flashing my rooted Yureka with the marshmallow upgrade! What do I do?????? Read the whole thread, you will get your answer. Sent from my YU5510 using Tapatalk I'm still a beginner at this. and yes, I read all the thread! I hate repeating the answers (I don't know why I'm answering). Just go to the developer options in the
settings and change root access to apps and adb. (I highly doubt that you've read all the thread) Sent from my YU5510 using Tapatalk developer options? ---------- Post added at 08:08 ---------- previous Post was at 08:06 AM ---------- sorry guys! thank you very much btw ... Awesome ROM! ---------- Post added at 8:13 ---------- previous Post was at 8:08 a.m. ---------- got it on page 23! and is it just me or not more Google stuff in
CM13? ---------- Post added at 8:27 a.m. ---------- Previous post was at 8:13 a.m. ---------- and as far as the SuperSu app is concerned, can I use the One from Play Store? or should I use the SuperSu zipper I used when I rooted my fone? This is the first version of Work in Progress CM13 for Yu yureka. Output Notes: What Works? Bluetooth Wifi All the features of RIL Camera All the other basic features (basic apps seem to work)
Titanium backup works very well Tell you more! Broken stuff: Flashing Procedure: General Steps (Wipe cache/data and wipe dalvik ) Flash ROM zip then gapps immediately Restart and have fun Downloads: CM13 initial version for Yu yureka XDA:DevDB Information CyanogenMod 13, ROM for yu Yureka Contributors Santhosh M Source Code: ROM OS Version: 6.0.0.0 x Marshmallow ROM Kernel: Linux 3.10.x Based on:
CyanogenMod Version Information Status: Beta Current Beta Version: 4.0 Beta Release Date: 2016-01-25 Created 2015-11-08 Latest update 2016-01-30 AudioFx does not work, it shows it's enabled and we can change different settings, but I can't hear any change in Song. Sent from my YU5510 using Tapatalk can anyone please send a link to install gapps! ---------- Post added at 09:15 ---------- previous post was at 08:51 AM ---
------- Great Job! I was just going to work on this unofficial construction, but you won the race man @Santhosh Mr. I just checked and found this construction before I started compiling and gave a try on my Yureka. Surprisingly everything works like charm, except RIL data. I guess you're missing RIL flags. Anyway here's my review of the details after trying it over 2 hours. Flashed the ROM with SLimGaaps (Link: OP please
mentioned above. It takes aprox 20 minutes on the first boot - I made the clean flash (all wiped, [Don't wipe internal storage unless backup]) on official cm 12.1 - Surprisingly restored all my previous data applications with default settings. Might be this is a new android 6.0 feature because I use MarshMallow first time. Usually on android 5. if we do flash own its deleted all the data from the app and and it later one by one, we just
made flash dirty to keep the old data. Flashed SD_boot and its fixed the external SD too. Obtained some FC applications (e.g. Line), to fix which just uninstalled these and reinstall again. Its becouse lib data from the old application. Got Facebook FC continuously, even after cool installation and sound due to boringssl and crypto in cm-13. To correct this Facebook/Messenger FC error, simply go to /data/app/com.facebook.katana-
1/lib/arm and delete or rename the libsslx.so or /data/app/com.facebook.orca-1/lib/arm(Must be enabled ROOT). Always explore the ROM Rest everything works like charm and its very stable, except SIM DATA. I hope you need to fix this very soon. can you send me back the link for Slim gapps! Recovery doesn't work!!! my phone is not booting in recovery. do I flash pacifier twrp recovery to my phone?? Please respond quickly.
need my contacts. Thank you... bug I found I use the latest version for 1 week ... Great performance and battery backup, but desktop apps like lens and note don't work and also I can't copy anything to my external dd card with es file explore. if someone can give me solutions??? p.s. shadow fight 2 and a microsoft application only shows the black screen, then stops Last change: February 11, 2016 Bug!!! Bug!!! Bug!!! It's a bug.
When you install as a browser uc or green, then the Google search bar on the home screen becomes invisible and when you uninstall that app and restart it, it reappears. Any idea how to solve this problem?? Bug minus :thumbup::thumbup::beer: This is a first version work in progress CM13 for Yu yureka. Output Notes: What Works? Bluetooth Wifi All the features of RIL Camera All the other basic features (basic apps seem to
work) Titanium backup works very well Tell you more! Broken Tips: Flashing Procedure: General Steps (Wipe cache/data and wipe dalvik ) Flash ROM zip then gapps immediately Restart and have fun Downloads: CM13 initial version for Yu yureka XDA:DevDB Information CyanogenMod 13, ROM for contributors YU Yureka Santhosh M Source Code: ROM OS Version: 6.0.x Marshmallow ROM Kernel: Linux 3.10.x Based on:
CyanModogen Version Information Status: Beta Current Beta Version: 4.0 Beta Release Date: 2016-01-25 Created 2015-11-08 Last Update 2016-01-30 One more bug!!! Screencast doesn't work! It has worked once or twice now, it is unfortunately stopping! Page 14 Bro just open the developer option menu and scroll down for once or twice, you will be able to see the option that root access and select apps and debugging hello
guys I installed and my playstore does not work every time it shows an error unfortunately google play services have stopped working please tell me the solution because thanks to this gmail, youtube, etc. do not work showing the error first install Google playback services I would like to say u that I install both the playstore apps and playback services from the net and the latest updates and and lower versions, but the prob. is as it
is........................... I installed rom even 3-4 times hello guys I installed it and my playstore does not work every time it shows an error unfortunately google play services have stopped working please tell me the solution because thanks to this gmail, youtube, etc. do not work showing the error first install Google game services I would like to say u that I install both playstore apps and net playback services and the latest updates and
also lower versions, but the prob. is as it is..................... I installed rom even 3-4 times Download the gapps from the link given to page 26 and flash with the ROM Apps compatibility The rom works superb, but some applications like ola uber goibibo sbi buddy etc are not compatible with this rom ... is there anyway to get around that???? super su does not work, which version will work for cm 13? BETA SUPER SU-2.67 works fine
with CM13:good: ---------- Post added at 04:30 PM ---------- Previous post was at 4:26 PM ---------- This is a first work in progress CM13 release for Yu yureka. Output Notes: What Works? Bluetooth Wifi All the features of RIL Camera All the other basic features (basic apps seem to work) Titanium backup works very well Tell you more! Broken stuff: Flashing Procedure: General Steps (Wipe cache/data and wipe dalvik ) Flash
ROM zip then gapps immediately Restart and have fun Downloads: CM13 initial version for Yu yureka XDA:DevDB Information CyanogenMod 13, ROM for yu Yureka Contributors Santhosh M Source Code: ROM OS Version: 6.0.x Marshmal core ROMlow: Linux 3.10.x Based on: CyanogenMod Version Information Status: Beta Current Beta Version: 4.0 Beta Release Date: 2016-01-25 Created 2015-11-08 Last update 2016-01-



30 LUCKY PATCHER Backup do not work Titanium. it says root not stable, update your root. Flashed SU-2.67 but unresolved problem. its giving me a failed signature verification error, I don't know where things went wrong, I even checked md5 its paired waiting for update............ Screen mirror does not work This is a first version work in progress CM13 for Yu yureka. Output Notes: What Works? Bluetooth Wifi All the features of
RIL Camera All the other basic features (basic apps seem to work) Titanium backup works very well Tell you more! Broken Tips: Flashing Procedure: General Steps (Wipe cache/data and wipe dalvik ) Flash ROM zip then gapps immediately Restart and have fun Downloads: CM13 for Yu yureka XDA:DevDB Information CyanogenMod 13, ROM for contributors YU Yureka Santhosh M Source Code: ROM OS Version: 6.0.x
Marshmallow ROM Kernel: Linux 3.10.x Based on: CyanMod Version Information Status: Beta Current Beta Version: 4.0 Beta Release Date: 2016-01-25 Created 2015-11-08 Last 2016-01-30 hey bro. Screen mirror does not work in this rom. Is there a solution?.. Auto rotation doesn't work Auto rotation works when I restart, but only lasts a few misnitues each restart... Could you please fix it. Amazing Rom Using the Rom of the last
2 weeks, not even a single glitch. Amazing Robust ROM. Stable as stock. I flashed it with Velocity Kernel - The battery life is amazing. :good::well: I only have two small problems. - OTG is not detected in File Manager - The voice call volume is too low. Does anyone have a solution to both of these problems? :Cross fingers::fingers-crossed: Thanks almost used this rom for a week now.... liked better than the stock.. Incredible
battery life.... only problem, I found that the desktop lens do not work ... Is there a solution???? Yes, the voice call volume is too low. Using the Rom of the last 2 weeks, not even a single glitch. Amazing Robust ROM. Stable as stock. I flashed it with Velocity Kernel - The battery life is amazing. :good::well: I only have two small problems. - OTG is not detected in File Manager - The voice call volume is too low. Does anyone have a
solution to both of these problems? :d ogts crossed::fingers-crossed: Thanks for the volume of voice call check this link below that Santhosh had posted: This patch should solve the problem of low call volume and should be automatically fixed in the next generation. Which file manager do you use, check to see if it has all the necessary permissions. ---------- Post added at 02:01 ---------- previous Post was at 01:59 PM ----------
Yes, voice call volume is too low. This might help: this fix needs to solve a low call volume problem and needs to be automatically corrected in the next generation. Page 15 My camera aint work after flashing this rom... Can you please help me sir.... Please try the steps below: 1. Check the permissions. 2. Check if you have installed any 3rd part camera, with stock, if so try to disable the stock camera, restart and try to use the 3rd
part camera. 3. If the stock camera itself doesn't work, turn off the stock camera and install 3rd part camera and check. after flashing this ROM, somehow my SuperSu V. 2.67 is constantly showing The SU Binary needs to be updated! I have a hard time installing this ROM. Coming from MIUI 4.4.4, TWRP, installing this and open GApps ARM64, but it is glued to the Yu logo. Someone with a similar problem? Edit: Fixed, flashed
official CM12.1 ROM, then updated TWRP. Last update: Feb 24, 2016 Please try the steps below: Check the permissions. 2. Check if you have installed any 3rd part camera, with stock, if so try to disable the stock camera, restart and try to use the 3rd part camera. 3. If the stock camera itself doesn't work, turn off the stock camera and install 3rd part camera and check. I did it sir ... But its still no work... I even installed google
camera and pushed it into the system via lucky patcher n removed stock camera... But the question persists... When installing google cam in the system, it The camera option, but it doesn't open... It gets fc every time... Then I tried to go back to kitkat... N I found that the front cam works, but the rear cam is not ... Help If possible Root Sd fix link This is an initial work in progress CM13 version for Yu yureka. Output Notes: What
Works? Bluetooth Wifi All the features of RIL Camera All the other basic features (basic apps seem to work) Titanium backup works very well Tell you more! Broken stuff: Flashing procedure: General steps (Wipe cache/data and wipe dalvik ) Flash ROM zip then gapps immediately Restart and have fun Downloads: CM13 initial version for Yu yureka XDA:DevDB Information CyanogenMod 13, ROM for contributors YU Yureka
Santhosh M Source Code: ROM OS Version: 6.0.x Marshmallow ROM Kernel: Linux 3.10.x Based on: C State of The Information Version: Beta Current Beta Version: 4.0 Beta Release Date: 2016-01-25 Created 2015-11-08 Last Update 2 016-01-30 Please give a link if root sd fix.ing link All links do not work and my sd not show on the phone please help me OTG does not work. My pendrive doesn't appear in ES file explore pro.
All permissions are correct. Was it just me who had this problem? hi buddy, thank you for the cool ROM I had a problem, that I can't get 3G or 4g data while charging in power off nothing just shows leads indicator OF CORRIGER THIS BUG GOOD::good::good: WAITING Last published: February 29, 2016 is instagram working on this rom? Page 16 please help.... Sir please can u tell me if there is a bug in the zip file 25/01.......
earlier, I installed it ...... bt when I turned on the data connection the phone restats...... so I flashed cm12 using fastboot....... please tell me the reason nd any bug in a new ..... thanks to adv. ---------- Post added at 03:37 PM ---------- Previous post was at 03:32 PM ---------- Sir please tell if I'm on the correct site??? ---------- Post added at 03:38 PM ---------- previous post was at 03:37 PM ---------- Sir please tell if I'm on the correct
site??? Where is the man download link? Pros and corns from 1-3-2016 build I tested the rom (1-3-2016) with sand core v2.0a, arm opengaps x64 pico, twrp v3.0 good 1) no heating problems, even when I played heavy games like Mortal kombact X for 30 min 2) good battery back up to 3) face book, ola and other Indian working applications. 4) Good wifi speed (better than previous versions) 5) Google maps navigation work with
wifi doesn't work for me in previous versions) bad 1) useless smartly.me app 2) FC camera while we try to use the main cam for video recording (main cam does FC while sticking photos). use google cam to solve this 3) can't change the user's photo, I'll post more details if I find more bugs someone pls. tell me how to add TRUECALLER INTEGRATED DIALER in CM 13, and another problem GOOGLE PLAY SERVICE still
FORCE STOP , and OPERA MINI does not work either. ANY SOLUTION. I tried 3 3 with the latest construction of this rom 1- cyanpro 2-sandy 3-xeon I experienced some delays with cyanpro .... The nucleus of Xeon offers a faster charge than sand.... In wise performance... Sandy and Xeon are doing this job well. have you used multirom twrp or normal? And can I flash xposed and SuperSU 2.68 with bone, gapps and core? I
used normal twrp and you don't need to use super su that the root is built into the rom to use root privileges, you have to go to developer options and select root access for adb and apps that I don't use xposed so I can't comment on what do xposed v80 sdk23 arm64 work on this rom? Plss come back as soon as possible. Yes. ---------- Post added at 11:22 a.m. ---------- Previous post was at 11:12 a---------- Hi guys, I'm back with
a full in-depth analysis of the new construction 01-03-16. Been using this for a day or two with the 2.0a sand core. This is the best 6.0.1 ROM to date. Better than crDroid, Bliss pop v6.1 (tbh blisspop was full bull), aokp etc. This ROM is so good that it has even surpassed the legendary 30-11-15 construction. The best part of the ROM was that, it as smooth as butter and less heating problems while handling huge games. The only
crook was the camera. Which can be replaced. Rest everything was spot on. Regarding Lohith v (Millennium man) Reactions: Santhosh M Thanks for the information, but what do you mean by data seems to be broken? I'm afraid because I totally rely on the data connection to stay connected to the rest of the world.... Help, please? Page 17 My opinion on this rom after 48 hours of use. Overall No major bugs. Flashed with the
Velocity 10.3 core. The grain of sand is not good. Settings takes time to load (not sure if it's because of my core). Not able to change the display image. Flash light not displaying in the notification drawer. The data connection works very well. Fb and messenger works. Please do something about the flashligh, view the image and loadlag setting. Reactions: hemantiling I use it since the last construction and in this construction also I
do not find any problem. But can I ask developer Mr. Sir Santosh to provide a patch granting camera permission to record phtos and vedio to the SD card. which currently does not work. although he was working in the latest construction with MIUI and Lenovo apk camera. Please don't help you. Thnks a lot for this beautiful construction. ---------- Post added at 07:36 PM ---------- Previous post was at 07:26 PM ---------- Hi at all, New
version was released with a lot of new features added to my end. Have fun flashing! Regarding Santhosh SIR PLEASE ADD PATCH PERMISSION FOR RECORDING THE SD CARD FOR THE CAMERA. currently vedio camera and photo can not be stored in the sd card. Storage selection for the sd card in stock as well as the custom camera does not work. Anyway Your hard work is very visible. It's not a bug it's an Android 6
feature, but if possible then please do. thank you very much for your hard work again. Latest change: March 7, 2016 How can we recover the old camera app that with 12.1? I extracted the file from the Roma, but unable to make it work. Watch app has stopped working. In addition, Instagram is incompatible with the device! Thank you! Last updated: March 8, 2016 Global No major bugs. Flashed with the Velocity 10.3 core. The
grain of sand is not good. Settings takes time to load (not sure if it's because of my core). Not able to change the display image. Flash light not displaying in the notification drawer. The data connection works very well. Fb and messenger works. Please do something about the flashligh, view the image and loadlag setting. Flash light works very well with the sand core in the set No major bugs. Flashed with the Velocity 10.3 core.
The grain of sand is not good. Settings takes time to load (not sure if it's because of my core). Not able to change the display image. Flash light not displaying in the notification drawer. The data connection works very well. Fb and messenger works. Please do something about the flashligh, view the image and loadlag setting. you can try the xeon core.... Flash works in it too.... Nd its performance is similar to the sand core. Hi
Thanks a ton for the latest version. I've been using the 25-1 build in my main phone since its launch and the following things seem to be broken. I would appreciate it if you could let me know if any of them were fixed in the new construction. 1. Many applications in play store show incompatible 2. If the phone goes off, then you have to charge and then remove the battery and then turn on. It doesn't start by loading. Thank you
again! hello please I need the correction for formatting the sd card as internal storage, i think sdcardfix.zip pleaseeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
aeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
aeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
Always using 25/01/15! Pls give the link for 02/03/15 When I went to the download section, it is given that 25/01/15 is the last hi bulid, I use the 1/03/16 build, and I can not use Google play services, for some reason it maintains the closure of the force, also Google Play Store will not open. I installed the latest version of slim zero gapps. So, am I facing this problem because of this version of gapps?? If so, can anyone suggest the
right version of gapps I should install?? Also in titanium backup, under automatic application installation option, it says hyper shell needed, but just above, it says I have hyper shell I'm using the 1/03/16 build, and I can't use Google playback services, for some reason it keeps closing the force, so Google Play Store won't open. I installed the latest version of slim zero gapps. So, am I facing this problem because of this version of
gapps?? If so, can anyone suggest the right version of gapps I should install?? Also in titanium backup, under automatic application installation option, it says hyper shell needed, but just above, it says that I have hyper shell Open gapps worked perfectly Reactions: adithya100 I flashed CM 13 on my yu yureka. SIM data connection hasn't worked since then. Please let me know how to solve this, ??? ---------- Post added at 03:43
PM PM Previous post was at 03:31 PM ---------- this is a first work in progress cm13 release for yu yureka. Release notes: what works? bluetooth wifi all the features of the camera ril all the other basic features (basic apps seem to work) titanium backup works fine tell you more! Broken stuff: flashing procedure: general steps (delete cache/data and wipe dalvik) flash rom zip then gapps immediately restart and have fun downloads:
cm13 initial version for yu yureka xda:devdb information cyanogenmod 13, rom for contributors yu yureka santhosh m source code: rom os version: 6.0.x guima. Rom core: linux 3.10.x based on: information status cyanogenmod version: current beta: 5.0 beta release date: 2016-03-02 created 2015-11-08 last update 2016-03-02 I falsified cm 13 rom on my yureka. Sim 2g/3g data connection doesn't work after that. Please tell me
how to clarify the issue. Also, I tried flash gapps open on 113 cm twrp deranging. However, it says arm64 is not supported. Please provide a link to gapps supported for arm64 yureka on cm13. Bugs found:- 1. The automatic rotation stops working after a while until we restart the phone. 2. File-sharing apps only work after the phone is restarted. A few more bugs: - The network often switches to emergency calls. - many non-
compatible applications. - faced with a few random restarts when not in use (inside pocket) - the live view does not automatically change. Suggestions: - can you please add quick tile battery mode. I think efficiency mode will help get more SOT. In addition to these this ROM is juice 'WOW' thanks devs!!! This is the first version of Work in Progress CM13 for Yu yureka. Output Notes: What Works? Bluetooth Wifi All the features of
RIL Camera All the other basic features (basic apps seem to work) Titanium backup works very well Tell you more! Broken stuff: Flashing procedure: General steps (Wipe cache/data and wipe dalvik ) Flash ROM zip then gapps immediately Restart and have fun Downloads: CM13 initial version for Yu yureka XDA:DevDB Information CyanogenMod 13, ROM for the YU Yureka Contributors Santhosh M Source Code: ROM OS
Version: 6.0.x Marsh Cyanogen's Rom Core: Linux 3.10.x Based on: CyanModogen Version Information Status: Beta Current Beta Version: 5.0 Beta Release Date: 2016-03-02 Created 2015-11-08 Last Updated 2016-03-02 Use cm13 for a couple of weeks so far, the experience is just amazing everything works very much more doze really makes a huge difference in the battery management department. All thanks to Santhosh for
making it possible:good::good: Just one little thing that bothers me is that the voice call volume is too low, I can barely hear all his while calling when I'm outside or in the crowded environment. Is there a way to increase the volume of voice call? any help we appreciate. The use of the Cm13 for a few weeks now, so far, the is just amazing everything works very much more doze really makes a huge difference in the battery
management department. All thanks to Santhosh for making it possible:good::good: Just one little thing that bothers me is that the voice call volume is too low, I can barely hear all his while calling when I'm outside or in the crowded environment. Is there a way to increase the volume of voice call? any help we appreciate. Is the official or unofficial version rooting is necessary for this installation please send me the process to
installation and What is the use of page 18 gapps Still no power off load animation Not sure if it's a hardware problem, but I often can't make proper calls. It does not connect or switch to emergency call mode. There's a lot of disruption during calls. Please, can someone tell me what's wrong. Used to deal with this, even on cyanogenos12 (ota). GPS doesn't work after upgrading to the latest version I updated to the latest version. I
have a couple of problems. The GPS doesn't work. It worked very well in the previous construction. The other problem I face is the Wi-Fi disconnection and the connection again automatically. It happens quite often. Does anyone face these problems? A solution? Everything works like a charm That the voice call volume number All works like a charm to me, no bugs no force not close anything at all, but the only problem that still
persist is the low block too low volume voice call is the only major problem as far as I can tell. using this rom for over 2 weeks now. the only thing that prevents me from returning to other rom is the fluidity and operation of this rom sound too good for Yureka. Please just do something about the issue in call voice volume please. Other than that thanks Santosh To provide such an amazing rom for Yureka:good: Everything works like
a charm to me, no bugs no force not close anything at all, but the only problem that still persist is the low dam too low volume of voice call that's the only major problem as far as I can tell. using this rom for over 2 weeks now. the only thing that prevents me from returning to other rom is the fluidity and operation of this rom sound too good for Yureka. Please just do something about the issue in call voice volume please. Other than
that thanks Santosh For providing such an amazing rom for Yureka:good: Use the patch to fix the low call volume, provided by Santhosh a few pages back. @santhosh thanks for bringing the Android m cm13 for yureka users, after upgrading nothing wrong about the day-to-day mobile function, but I have a problem with the game store with an error Your device is not compatible with this version for some applications, is there a fix
for this error or did I miss something - thank you Hey guys, Please try the procedure below, it worked for me (earlier, I too had trouble 1. I flashed Xposed for Lollipop/Marshmallow (xposed-v78-sdk23-arm64.zip) 2. Installed xposed installer 3. Installation of GravityBox[MM] from the Xposed module section. Once gravitybox is installed, go to the application information and permissions to activate all permissions and restart. 4.
Enable gravitybox in XposedInstaller Modules. 5. Reboot. Reference URLs of were I got xposed: Hope This help. ---------- Post added at 11:04 ---------- previous post was at 10:57 a.m. ---------- Yes indeed, it does work with Gravitybox. thank you will install xposed framework clear data?? Stable Marshmallow Rom for Yureka When are you going to release Stable Marshmallow Rom For Yureka..... pleeeeeeeeez response. This is
the first version of Work in Progress CM13 for Yu yureka. Output Notes: What Works? Bluetooth Wifi All the features of RIL Camera All the other basic features (basic apps seem to work) Titanium backup works very well Tell you more! Broken stuff: Flashing procedure: General steps (Wipe cache/data and wipe dalvik ) Flash ROM zip then gapps immediately Restart and have fun Downloads: CM13 initial version for Yu yureka
XDA:DevDB Information CyanogenMod 13, ROM for the YU Yureka Contributors Santhosh M Source Code: ROM OS Version: 6.0.x Marshmallow ROM Kernel: Linux 3.010.x Based on: CyanogenMod State of Information Version: Beta Current Beta Version: 5.0 Beta Release Date: 2016-03-02 Created 2015-11-08 Last Update 2016-03-02 Reactions: yogira007j and kmpksprabhu This is a first work in progress CM13 released for
Yu yureka. Output Notes: What Works? Bluetooth Wifi All the features of RIL Camera All the other basic features (basic apps seem to work) Titanium backup works very well Tell you more! Broken stuff: Flashing Procedure: General Steps (Wipe cache/data and wipe dalvik ) Flash ROM zip then gapps immediately Restart and have fun Downloads: CM13 initial version for Yu yureka XDA:DevDB Information CyanogenMod 13, ROM
for contributors YU Yureka Santhosh M Source Code: ROM OS Version: 6.0.x Marsh by Cyanogen: Linux 3.10.x Based on: CyanogenMod Version Information Status: Beta Current Beta Version: 5.0 Beta Release Date: 2016-03-02 Created 2015-11-08 Last Update 2016-03-02 @Santhosh M Please add load animation, Fixed data connection switching (3G/4G) and incompatible device problems. Thanks My yureka more was
restarting whene i mack call? I several times flshd new rom and also download google diler of stor game, but even prob. Call / phone / diler crashed ....... @santoshm my yureka more a restart when I appeal. I have several times flashed new rom and also download google diler of stor game, but even prob. This is the first version of Work in Progress CM13 for Yu yureka. Output Notes: What Works? Bluetooth Wifi All the features of
RIL Camera All the other basic features (basic apps seem to work) Titanium backup works very well Tell you more! Broken : Flashing procedure: General steps (Wipe cache/data and wipe dalvik ) Flash ROM zip then gapps immediately Restart and have fun Downloads: CM13 initial version for Yu yureka XDA:DevDB Information CyanogenMod 13, ROM for contributors YU Yureka Santhosh M Source Code: ROM OS Version:
6.0.x Marsh Core Cyanogen ROM: Linux 3.10.x Based on: CyanogenMod Version Status of Information: Beta Current Beta Version: 5.0 Beta Release Date: 2016-03-02 Created 2015-11-08 Last update 2016-03-02 Last edition: March 29, UPDATEd SU 2016. thank you sir for this beautiful ROM... So far, everything works great.... I just had one question. The su needs the binary to be updated. But if you try to update it, its not
happening.... Do solution to say ...... Page 19 how and what version to install xposed frame on this ROM. Haven't tried xposed.... give details. 1. I flashed Xposed for Lollipop/Marshmallow (xposed-v78-sdk23-arm64.zip) 2. Installed xposed installer (XposedInstaller_3.0-alpha4.apk) 3. Installing GravityBox[MM] from the Xposed modules section. Once gravitybox is installed, go to the application information and permissions to
activate all permissions and restart. 4. Enable gravitybox in XposedInstaller Modules. need help lil -I've updated my yureka to 13 cm and very happy with the performance, but I'm facing a problem to install gapps, also can't connect to the LTE network -Camera quality is also inferior. -Disculpating these three problems the performance of the phone is superb - PLEASE DITES-ME HOW TO INSTALLER GAPPS Bugs to fix -
SANTHOSH BRO I FLASHED THE LAST ROM CyanogenMod13 for Yu Yureka (25/01/2016) NICE WORK BRO:good: BRO There SOME MINOR BUGS IN THE CM 201/2016) NICE WORK BRO: GOOD: BRO There SOME MINOR BUGS IN THE CM 2 13 ROM (25/01/!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2016) 1) Sometimes THE APPEL RESSAGE TO DO NOT WORK CORRECTLY 2) VOLUME OF HIGH-ERER IS VERY FAIBLE IN PLEIN AIR
3) Last change: April 9, 2016 Very low volume of headphones. Hi Santhosh, thanks for the CM 13, his pretty cool work on my Yureka Plus. Only one problem is earpiece and the volume of the speaker is very low compared to Cyanogen OS 12. and also the quality of the camera is also poor. How do I solve this problem. Last edition: April 11, 2016 Hi Santhosh, thanks for the CM 13, his pretty cool work on my Yureka Plus. Only
one problem is earpiece and the volume of the speaker is very low compared to Cyanogen OS 12. and also the quality of the camera is also poor. can I solve this problem. Use the patch to correct the low volume of calls, provided by Santhosh on page 28 This is a first work in progress CM13 version for Yu yureka. Output Notes: What Works? Bluetooth Wifi All the features of RIL Camera All the other basic features (basic apps
seem to work) Titanium backup works very well Tell you more! Broken Tips: Flashing Procedure: General Steps (Wipe cache/data and wipe dalvik ) Flash ROM zip then gapps immediately Restart and have fun Downloads: CM13 CM13 press release for Yu yureka XDA:DevDB Information CyanogenMod 13, ROM for the YU Yureka Contributors Santhosh M Source Code: ROM OS Version: 6.0.x Marshmallow ROM Kernel: Linux
3.10.x Based on: Cyan Information Status versionogenMod: Beta Current Beta Version: 5.0 Beta Release Date: 2016-03-02 Created 2015-11-08 Last Update 2016-03-02 Will it work for yuyureka more? Where's the gapps link? Where's the gapps link? This is the first version of Work in Progress CM13 for Yu yureka. Output Notes: What Works? Bluetooth Wifi All the features of RIL Camera All the other basic features (basic apps
seem to work) Titanium backup works very well Tell you more! Broken stuff: Flashing Procedure: General Steps (Wipe cache/data and wipe dalvik ) Flash ROM zip then gapps immediately Restart and have fun Downloads: CM13 initial version for Yu yureka XDA:DevDB Information CyanogenMod 13, ROM for contributors YU Yureka Santhosh M Source Code: ROM OS Version: 6.0.x Marshmallow ROM Kernel: Linux 3.10.x
Based on: CyanogenMod State Of Information Version: Beta Current Beta Version: 5.0 Beta Release Date: 2016-03-02 Created 2015-11-08 Last update 2016-03-02 Anyone knows when can we expect official cm 13 to hit yureka?. There have already been two instant versions of 13 cm, but for yureka: confused, even the nightlies have not yet started. GPS problem use it for a week now. I can say it iz very well done by
@Santhosh M, but the only question that matter to me a lot iz the GPS. In my case, it doesn't really work, As an entry player, I know the importance of GPS. I've been trying to calibrate and do what's not, but there's still no fix yet tried searching and found someone in the One Plus community doing a fix using the lib cm12.1 gps. So I'll ask people to look into this and make a patch as soon as possible, I don't want to go back to 12.1.
Even it doesn't show a GPS sensor so I'm a look into it. Using Yureka Plus Latest edition: April 23, 2016 Reactions: Nikhil_android hey recently I installed cm13 . but like the same problem in lolipop my colors screens get seagull. when I restarted my moving colors are perfect, but when I lock my screen and unlock the mobile the colors of the screen changes to full of dull looks bad please give me a solution as fast as possible
thanks in advance, I do not know, but in my case, when I restart my phone have this hyper color that seems too bright and only to return to normal. Sent from my YU5510 using Tapatalk thank you for having GPS question. It's been there a long time now. it worked in a few 12.1 constructions... would love rele to see it resolved in the next build. Page 20 Thanks for highlighting the GPS issue. It's been there a long time now. it
worked in a few 12.1 constructions... would love rele to see it resolved in the next build. I'll love seeing the same thing... But I've even tried a lot of testing and I find that the GPS sensor is a bit disabled and applications applications even find the sensors on the phone. Sent from X Distro I don't know, but in my case, when I restart my phone have this hyper color that looks too bright and only to get back to normal. Sent from my
YU5510 using Tapatalk The inaccurate-color-on-boot problem exists with every ROM I've tried (official, every night, etc...). I am sad to learn that it also exists with custom ROMs. At least it disappears until the next boot. Is it cyanogen OS. Where can I get Cyanogen OS 13for yureka. Thanks in advance Please add quick unlocking feature. Last updated: April 30, 2016 This is the first version of Work in Progress CM13 for Yu yureka.
Output Notes: What Works? Bluetooth Wifi All the features of RIL Camera All the other basic features (basic apps seem to work) Titanium backup works very well Tell you more! Broken Tips: Flashing Procedure: General Steps (Wipe cache/data and wipe dalvik ) Flash ROM zip then gapps immediately Restart and have fun Downloads: CM13 initial version for Yu yureka XDA:DevDB Information CyanogenMod 13, ROM for
contributors YU Yureka Santhosh M Source Code: [url] /URL] ROM OS Version: 6.0.x Marshmallow ROM Kernel: Linux 3.10.x Based on: CyanogenMod Version Information Status: Beta Current Beta Version: 5.0 Beta Release Date: 2016-03-02 Created 2015-11-08 Last Update 2016-03-02 Detailed List of Pros Pros 1) No need for super flash su 2) acceptable heating 3) long battery life 4) smooth against 1) if you add a widget
and go into safe mode and restart again , the widget stops working and when you try to remove it, trebuchet hangs and the widget persists. 2) No quick unlocking (but it was removed in nightlies cm13 and you can use gravitybox to bring it back) 3) no search bar on home screens (to get it, you have to uninstall all the other search aid apps like greenify, clean master, security settings, opera, etc.) 4) the biggest problem is that I can't
open the battery in the settings as the settings crashes and so you can't go into energy saver mode, even from fast settings. (corrective: I just found that an xposed module history of the xxl battery is interupting and causing this error.) 4) Stops answering sometimes, that is, it sometimes hangs for a few seconds. 5) After a few data restarts lights up and no matter how much you try you can't activate the WiFi (fix: the only fix is
restart again) 6) reduced camera quality and does not depend on the application you are using. The remains the same. Always acceptable. All that said, is still worth every download byte. I don't want to discourage anyone from not downloading it. Do it now. I just wanted to report bugs so they could be fixed. Last edition: May 1, 2016 Reactions: Vampire_copper The inaccurate number of colors on the boot exists with every ROM
I've tried (official, nocturnal, etc...).... I am sad to learn that it also exists with custom ROMs. At least it disappears until the next boot. This is a problem with color enhancement being on by default (which leads to the more dynamic on boot), but then turn off after locked the screen once (which leads to the return of colors to previous levels). I submitted a patch to CM 13 which has the side effect of solving this problem. hope it is
merged soon. Status Are we going to get a new update? as there are several issues reported in this thread for the latest version. also cm13 is made available for oneplus one. Is there a post that has consolidated the problems reported in the latest construction and solutions for it? PS: I'm not asking for ETA. I just want to know if the current version is final? Did Santhosh talk about a new version? crimemastergogo9999 said:
Detailed list of pros and cons Pros 1) No need for flash super su 2) acceptable heating 3) long battery life 4) smooth Against 1) if you add a widget and go into safe mode and restart again, the widget stops working and when you try to remove it, trebuchet hangs and the widget persists. 2) No quick unlocking (but it was removed in nightlies cm13 and you can use gravitybox to bring it back) 3) no search bar on home screens (to get
it, you have to uninstall all the other search aid apps like greenify, clean master, security settings, opera, etc.) 4) the biggest problem is that I can't open the battery in the settings as the settings crashes and so you can't go into energy saver mode, even from fast settings. (corrective: I just found that an xposed module history of the xxl battery is interupting and causing this error.) 4) Stops answering sometimes, that is, it sometimes
hangs for a few seconds. 5) After a few data restarts lights up and no matter how much you try you can't activate the WiFi (fix: the only fix is restart again) 6) reduced camera quality and does not depend on the application you are using. The quality remains the same. Always acceptable. All that said, is still worth every download byte. I don't want to discourage anyone from not downloading it. Do it now. I just wanted to report bugs
so they could be fixed. No data switching problems? 2g to 3g/4g?? QUESTION GPS Thank you very much for brother ROM santosh. Its impeccable and buttersmooth except for a problem that is very worrying for me which is the GPS issue. I'm not able to get a GPS fix either in google maps or anyother navigation app like here maps on the phone after flashing cm13. And yes, I've tried various applications like GPS fix and GPS
status and toolbox. They did not all post any GPS patches. please kindly solve this of mine I don't want to switch to another ROM or downgrade to lollipop. im face serious prob in my yu yureka Bro I installed this rom in my yu yureka ... Its working very well... I really appreciate your work. Im facing problem in my yureka after that when I restart my phone, it will be stuck in the boot logo and if restart my yu yureka once again (2nd
time) thn it wll take 10 t0 15 min to turn on. If it lights thn it works well without any lag ... Tell me bro im face a thn problem with each reboot. . Please, help me. Does it require @Santhosh M Thank you very much for the great ROM. Could you please add support for voice input? It doesn't seem to work on this ROM. Tried to install the Google keyboard instead of the regular Android for no effect. Thank you, thank you
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